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The Helsinki Communiqué (2006) calls for investments in human capital and for delivering 
skills relevant to working life. Globalisation, changes in employment composition in sectors, 
ageing society, new technologies and changing work organisation impose new skill 
requirements which become a fundamental challenge we are now facing in Europe. Education 
and training can facilitate responding to these challenges to boost competitiveness of 
European economy. However, to be able to make the right decisions about investments in 
human capital and future skills we have to identify which skills are in shortage and which skills 
will be needed in the future. These are key steps towards coping with future challenges and 
realising a knowledge-based society. 

There is a need to anticipate occupational skill needs in time to enable policy-makers to take 
the necessary steps in order to prepare for future demands of the labour market. The more so 
as there are considerable time lags between a change in skill needs and the entry of the first 
graduates with new skills into the labour market. 

The working session focused on current skill shortages, skill gaps and future skill needs in 
Europe. It discussed skills and occupations in which shortages are reported and tried to 
identify skills which will be needed in the future taking into account existing global challenges 
such as demographic and labour market changes.  
 
The discussion developed around the following issues: 

 
 

Major trends and challenges influencing future skill needs and occupational profiles 

The major trends affecting skill needs relate to technological change and globalization. The 
major challenges for European economies are maintaining competitiveness and ensuring 
social inclusion. Skills can play a key part in meeting both these challenges. 
  
 
Which skills will be needed in the future? 
 
Many types of skills will be needed, but especially at higher level and specifically relating to 
science and technology. However ALL citizens will need to be well skilled to play a 
constructive role and to benefit from future developments.  
 
 



Policy measures to overcome shortages  
 
It is important to monitor and review and to provide all participants with timely and relevant 
labour market information including forward looking projections, so as to enable them to make 
informed choices. This includes those charged with making policy and with delivering 
education and training but also individuals making career choices. 
 
Skills and occupations in shortage 

 
High-skill-intensive as well as elementary occupations are expected in shortage but an 
increasing demand for higher skilled people is expected across all occupations due to 
technological change and innovation. The current shortage occupations are: healthcare 
professions, IT specialists, managers, marketing specialists, financial analysts, scientists, 
engineers, teachers, construction workers, hotel and catering professions, truck drivers, 
childminders, sales representatives, cleaners etc. MS report labour shortages in similar 
occupations and levels of education throughout the EU. The specific skills gaps are also 
similar across countries and sectors. Apart from technical skills which are occupation and 
industry specific, and apart from ICT skills and foreign languages, companies require social 
and personal skills and often rate them higher than technical and theoretical knowledge and 
formal qualifications. These skills are: team working, interpersonal communication, initiative, 
creativity, entrepreneurship, leadership and management, presentation skills, ability to learn, 
etc. Additionally the new discourse on the changing nature of skills required on the labour 
market reveals that personal characteristics appear most frequently, such as flexibility, 
motivation, loyalty, commitment, self-presentation (‘aesthetic labour’).  

 
Reason for skill shortages and skill gaps 

 
The following main reasons for skill shortages are identified:  

- labour market tightness – small labour reserve;  
- economic, social and institutional conditions;  
- skills mismatch;  
- and deficiency in recruitment practices, work organisation, wage policies and working 

conditions.  
 
Recommendations 
 
The knowledge base on skill shortages in Europe can be improved by better vacancy 
statistics, introduction of comparable enterprise surveys at national level or alternatively 
conducting a European-level survey on skill deficiencies and recruitment difficulties among 
companies, and further support to the project of development of the pan-European forecasting 
of skill needs. 
 
There is a need for complex measures viewing VET as an integral part of education and 
training and lifelong learning, and combining training with other types of policy measures (e.g. 
social, economic, migration, etc.). 

 

 

 



Major influences on Major influences on 
future skill needsfuture skill needs

Intensification of competition (even in Intensification of competition (even in 
high value added)high value added)
Technical changeTechnical change
GlobalisationGlobalisation
DemographyDemography



Which skills in future?Which skills in future?

High level High level in in Science and techScience and technicalnical
But at ALL levelsBut at ALL levels
The intermediate ? Maybe even hereThe intermediate ? Maybe even here



How policy use these findings?How policy use these findings?

Modesty in what we can predictModesty in what we can predict
-- e.g. vacancy datae.g. vacancy data
-- getting employers to say what they needgetting employers to say what they need
combined methodscombined methods
Lack of resources and dataLack of resources and data
Making both policy makers and individuals Making both policy makers and individuals 
aware aware 



Which skills and occupations in Which skills and occupations in 
shortage? (i)shortage? (i)

Both high skilled and elementaryBoth high skilled and elementary
Current shortages: Current shortages: 
-- healthcare professions, IT specialists, managers, healthcare professions, IT specialists, managers, 
marketing specialists, financial analysts, scientists, marketing specialists, financial analysts, scientists, 
engineers, teachers, construction workers, hotel and engineers, teachers, construction workers, hotel and 
catering professions, truck drivers, childminders, sales catering professions, truck drivers, childminders, sales 
representatives, cleaners etc. representatives, cleaners etc. 
Similar in most MS and between sectors (skills gap)Similar in most MS and between sectors (skills gap)



Which skills and occupations in Which skills and occupations in 
shortage? (ii)shortage? (ii)

General ICT skills and foreign languagesGeneral ICT skills and foreign languages
Companies say social and personal skills Companies say social and personal skills 
-- team working, interpersonal communication, team working, interpersonal communication, 
initiative, creativity, entrepreneurship, leadership initiative, creativity, entrepreneurship, leadership 
and management, presentation skills, ability to and management, presentation skills, ability to 
learnlearn
Personal characteristics Personal characteristics 
-- fflexibilitylexibility, motivation, loyalty, commitment, , motivation, loyalty, commitment, 
selfself--presentation (presentation (‘‘aesthetic labouraesthetic labour’’). ). 



Which skills and occupations in Which skills and occupations in 
shortage? (iii)shortage? (iii)

CEDEFOP FORECASTING MODELCEDEFOP FORECASTING MODEL
((preliminarypreliminary resultsresults))
-- primary sector and manufacturing continues to primary sector and manufacturing continues to 
declinedecline
-- services (business) to increaseservices (business) to increase
-- much in common among MSmuch in common among MS



Reasons for shortagesReasons for shortages

Markets donMarkets don’’t cleart clear
-- Institutional wage structuresInstitutional wage structures
-- Information problems Information problems 
LLabourabour market tightness  market tightness  
EEconomicconomic, social and institutional conditions, social and institutional conditions
SSkills mismatchkills mismatch
DDeficiencyeficiency in recruitment practices, work in recruitment practices, work 
organisationorganisation, wage policies and working , wage policies and working 
conditionsconditions



What to do? (i)What to do? (i)

Lack of toolsLack of tools
To raise standardsTo raise standards
Licences to practiseLicences to practise
Getting employers involvedGetting employers involved
OTHER TOOLSOTHER TOOLS
wage policywage policy
social policysocial policy
raising institutional efficienciesraising institutional efficiencies



What to do? (ii)What to do? (ii)

Why EU?Why EU?
Common problems and solutionsCommon problems and solutions
MigrationMigration

If personal characteristics?! If personal characteristics?! 


